Spreehafen District, Hamburg

OPEN TO NATURE
Concept

Client

Water and expansive open spaces characterize the
Spreehafen District in Hamburg-Wilhelmsburg. A newly created neighbourhood square with south-western exposure and seating steps that lead down to
the water connects the established Vogelhüttendeich
area with the new Spreehafen district. Ground floor
shops and small cafés establish the mise-en-scène
for the square, making it a central meeting point.

IBA Hamburg GmbH

The residential areas suffused with greenery are kept
mostly free of vehicular traffic by bundling private
transport and offering a wide range of options for car
sharing, e-scooters and e-bikes as well as expanded
local public transport.
The vegetation is rigorously preserved as a biotope
network in the form of a semi-natural, contiguous
wildlife park area in the eastern part of the site. To the
south, a wide strip of shoreline along the Ernst August
Canal remains, along with the originally wooded
peaks to the east and west.
The near-natural impression of the entire area is maintained by these measures. By interweaving public
green spaces, sports facilities and playgrounds with
the housing, highly amenable surroundings are created in this waterfront location. Gardens with uniform
hedges in front of the buildings and rooftop gardens
complement the richness of the natural landscape
design in the new district.
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Project period

Size

since 2017

99.930 m²

Type

housing construction
Location

Hamburg, germany
Realisation

WES Landscapearchitecture
Partner

biwermau architects bda, hamburg
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Legal notice

Copyright

WES GmbH
LandschaftsArchitektur (LandscapeArchitecture)

The contents and works produced by the site operator
are subject to German copyright laws. The duplication,
editing, distribution and any kind of use beyond what
is permitted by the copyright laws requires written
authorisation from the respective author or content
creator.

Managing Shareholders:
Peter Schatz
Wolfgang Betz
Michael Kaschke
Henrike Wehberg-Krafft
Claus Rödding

Image rights

WES GmbH LandscapeArchitecture owns the unlimited usage rights and non-exclusive rights for all of the
image material that appears in this document.

District court Hamburg HRB 100420
Person responsible for content according to
§ 55 Abs. 2 RStV: Wolfgang Betz (address as above)
The rules of professional conduct are specified in:
(1) Chamber of Construction Law Hamburg
(BauKaG HH)
(2) Implementing regulations for Chamber of
Construction Law (DVO BauKaG HH)
(3) Main statute of Hamburg Chamber of Architects
The professional regulations can be viewed and
accessed via the website of the Hamburg Chamber of
Architects www.akhh.de / Section: Recht (legal issues).
The legal occupational title “Landschaftsarchitekt”
(landscape architect) was awarded to WES & Partner
GbR in Germany following their entry in the list of architects of the Hamburg Chamber of Architects.
Hamburgische Architektenkammer
(Hamburg Chamber of Architects)
Grindelhof 40
20146 Hamburg
Telephone: +49 (0)40 441841-0
Telefax:
+49 (0)40 441841-44
info@akhh.de
www.akhh.de
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In the context of the use of the external image material
we are exempt from any claims by third parties. WES
GmbH LandscapeArchitecture is not liable for images
provided by the project partners.
By providing image material, the project partners
avouch that they have unrestricted use of the image
material, that it is not subject to rights by third parties,
the persons pictured consent to the publication and
that no fees must be paid for this.
Links to photographers

Site plan:
WES LandscapeArchitecture
www.wes-la.de
Visualisations:
biwermau Architects bda
www.biwermau.de
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